Annual Meeting of the Southern Historical Association  
Baltimore, Maryland  
Headquarters: Hilton Baltimore Inner Harbor  
November 10-13, 2022  

SPECIAL EVENTS FOR  
EUROPEAN HISTORY SECTION  
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS  

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING:  
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 4:00 P.M.  
ROOM: TBA (AND ZOOM VIA EMAILED LINK)  
The meeting is for Executive Committee members and committee chairs, as invited.  

EUROPEAN HISTORY SECTION RECEPTION: FRIDAY,  
NOVEMBER 11, 5:30-7:30 PM AT: PICKLES PUB, 520  
WASHINGTON BLVD (USE THE HOTEL’S CAMDEN ST.  
ENTRANCE). FOR MORE INFO SEE PAGE 4.  

ALL EHS MEMBERS AND PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS  
ARE WELCOME.  

SECTION BUSINESS LUNCHEON: SATURDAY,  
NOVEMBER 12, FROM 12:00-1:30 PM.  
ROOM: CARROLL B  
THE MATHEWS-WEINBERG ADDRESS WILL BE  
PRESENTED BY AMY FROIDE, UNIVERSITY OF  
MARYLAND BALTIMORE COUNTY, AND IS TITLED  
“THE CHARITABLE CORPORATION: A CAUTIONARY  
TALE OF FINANCIAL FRAUD IN 18TH-CENTURY  
LONDON.”  
RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE  
LUNCHEON.
Friday, November 11:
9:30-11:30 A.M.
Room: Galloway A

11. Spaces of Germanness

PRESIDING:
Karl Trybus
Limestone University

“Germanness Beyond Borders: The Idea of
German Diaspora and Competing
Definitions of Nationhood in the Weimar
Era”
- Erin Hochman
- Southern Methodist University

“Germanness Past and Present in Interwar
Tanganyika”
- Willeke Sandler
- Loyola University Maryland

Baltimore, Maryland
November 10-13, 2022

Friday, November 11:
9:30-11:30 A.M.
Room: Galloway A

“Slaves in the Wars of the Romans and
Allies, 91-87 BCE”
- Seth Kendall
- Georgia Gwinnett College

“Giving Credit Where Credit is Due: The
Byzantine Role during the Siege of Antioch
in 1097-1098”
- Gregory Bell
- Winthrop University

Comments:
Paul Johnston

Friday, November 11:
2:30-4:30 P.M.
Room: Calloway B

25. New Directions in European
Histories of Sexuality and Gender:
Samuel Clowes Huneke’s States of
Liberation: Gay Men between
Dictatorship and Democracy in Cold
War Germany (Roundtable)

PRESIDING:
Michelle Lynn Kahn
University of Richmond

PANELISTS:
Samuel Clowes Huneke
George Mason University
Anna Krylova
Duke University
Andrew Israel Ross
Loyola University Maryland

Friday, November 11
2:30-4:30 P.M.
Room: Calloway A

12. Military History from Below:
Rethinking Warfare in the Ancient
and Medieval World

PRESIDING:
Paul Johnston
Air University

“Citizen Armies in Ancient Assyria and
Sparta”
- Nicholas Rockwell
- University of Colorado, Denver

PRESIDING:
Stephen Greenberg
National Library of Medicine

“The London Bills of Mortality: The
Quantitative Turn in Tracking Deaths and
Their Causes”
- Kristin Heitman
- Independent Scholar

“Space, Time, and Visualizing the London
Bills of Mortality”
- Jason Heitman
- George Mason University

“Birth, Death, and the Hands of God in
the London Bills of Mortality”
- Daniel Howlett
- George Mason University

COMMENTS:
Jessica Otis
- George Mason University

Saturday, November 12:
9:30-11:30 A.M.
Room: Calloway A

42. Is it Terminal? Revisiting the
History Master’s Degree
(Roundtable)

PRESIDING:
Heather R. Perry
University of North Carolina at Charlotte

PANELISTS:
Sace E. Elder
- Eastern Illinois University
Amy Froide
- University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Sharon A. Kowalsky
- Texas A&M University

European history sessions at the Southern Historical Association
The EHS sessions are all held at the Hilton Baltimore Inner Harbor.
(Note: Papers and Sessions that have been cancelled are stricken out)
European history sessions at the Southern Historical Association
The EHS sessions are all held at the Galt House.

Louisville, Kentucky
NOVEMBER 7-10, 2019

Room: Galloway B

43. Interrogating the Colonial Imaginary: Depictions of Racial Difference through Western Eyes

PRESIDING:
Richard Voelt
Cameron University

“Visions of the East: Orientalism in the Memoirs of Crimean War Nurses:
Diana Moore
John Jay College of Criminal Justice

“French and Other Western Views of German Actions against the Herero and Nama, 1904-1907”
Elizabeth Propes
Tennessee Tech University

“Intimacy, Bodies, and Liberation of La Battaglia di Algeri”
Giusi Russo
Montgomery County Community College

COMMENTS:
Emily Marker
Rutgers University, Camden

Saturday, November 12:
2:30-4:30 P.M.

Room: Galloway A

60. Twentieth-Century Germany from the Peripheries

This panel has been cancelled.

Sunday, November 13:
9:00-11:00 A.M.

70. Gender in War and Peace

PRESIDING:
Suzanne Farmer
Northeastern State University

“Marie in Memory: Representation of the Queen of Scots”
Pamela Ahern
University of Delaware

“Gender, Diplomacy, and Geneva at the Congress of Vienna”
Jordan Cleveland
University of Mississippi

“A Hallowed Institution’: The Bordel Militaire de Campagne and Military Prostitution in French North Africa and Vietnam (c. 1940-1960s)”
Marie Robin
Columbia University

COMMENTS:
Nicole Dombrowski Risser
Towsend University

Room: Galloway B

59. Role Playing Games in the World History Classroom

PRESIDING:
Polly Zavadivker
University of Delaware

“Reacting and Critical Thinking Pedagogy”
Patrick Ludolph
Georgia Gwinnett College

“Role Playing the Silk Road”
Kelly M. Smith
University of Alabama Huntsville

Sunday, November 13
9:00-11:00 A.M.

71. Transatlantic (Mis-) Perceptions: Germans and American Narratives on Race and Racism in the 20th Century

PRESIDING:
Thomas Zeller
University of Maryland, College Park

“The Great Emancipator and the Great Racist: German Perceptions of Abraham Lincoln in the Twentieth Century”
Jonathan Wiesen
University of Alabama Huntsville

“Jesse Owens, the ‘Nazi Olympics,’ and Alabama: Sports, Race, and Public History”
Dan Pickett
Troy University

“Not Our Problem: German Perceptions of Race, Racism, and the 1968 Holy Week Uprising”
Victoria Harms
John Hopkins University

COMMENTS:
Thomas Zeller

Jesse Owens, Berlin Olympics
Section Member News

publlications, prizes, promotions, retirements


**Samuel C. Huneke**, George Mason University, his book *States of Liberation: Gay Men between Dictatorship and Democracy in Cold War Germany* (University of Toronto Press, 2022), will receive this year’s Smith Award for best book in European history. Professor Huneke’s book will be the focus of the panel 25 roundtable, *New Directions in European Histories of Sexuality and Gender* (see page 2).

**EHS Business Luncheon**
12:00-1:30pm  
Room: Carroll B

This year’s Mathews-Weinberg talk will be given by **Amy Froide**, University of Maryland Baltimore County. The title of her talk is, “The Charitable Corporation: A Cautionary Tale of Financial Fraud in 18th-century London.”

**EHS Reception**
Friday, November 11  
5:30-7:00pm

This year’s EHS reception will not be in Holiday 4 as listed in the program, but rather at *Pickles Pub* at 520 Washington Blvd, a one-minute walk from the Hilton. Use the Camden Street exit from the hotel. *Pickles Pub* was featured on the Travel Channel show *Food Paradise*. The pub is famous for it’s Crab Pretzel, which is fresh rolled daily and topped with crab dip, covered in cheddar cheese, then baked and finished with Old Bay!
DUES NOTICE

$40.00 regular with 1-year SHA affiliate $___
$27.00 regular without SHA affiliate for SHA members $___
$15.00 student with 1-year SHA affiliate $___
EHS Gifts $___
Donation to Kele Award $___
Total $___

ONLINE DIRECTORY LISTING

___ List name, Institution, email address, and area of specialization in the online directory.
___ Do not list information about me in the online directory.

___ New member    ___Renewing member

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Name______________________________
Address____________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Telephone__________________________
Fax________________________________
email______________________________
alternate email_______________________

PLEASE MAIL THIS PAGE TO

Jeffrey Hankin
EHS Secretary-Treasurer
15022 Oak Briar
San Antonio, Texas 78232

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Check #____________________________
Check date__________________________
Check amount________________________
Membership year_____________________

Checks should be made payable to the European History Section of the SHA. Your payment must be received by April 30 of each year, to receive that year’s member benefits.

The European History Section is recognized as a nonprofit organization under section 501 (c) (3). All contributions are tax deductible.